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Books of Note
The Mom List: Books straight out of the box
Mom sends me the best things in the mail. Back in college,
it was the surprise check that made rent easier; in my twenties, it was Priority
Mail boxes with hand-cut construction paper rabbit faces (or fireworks,
or turkeys, depending) filled with impossible-to-find-elsewhere goodies
from California. Lately, she’s sent books. And because my mom is a smart
lady who read me Shakespeare before I could speak, I generally trust her
recommendations (except, of course, her obsession with paperback submarine
novels, which I don’t get).
Wild showed up over the summer. Of course I’d been meaning to read
it because everywhere you go someone is talking about Cheryl Strayed's
memoir, and it’s still on the New York Times bestseller list. I’ve heard two
kinds of critiques. People either love the book, or feel betrayed by reality
that Strayed isn’t really a badass. True, in her telling of her section hike of the
Pacific Crest Trail, she’s the first to admit that she doesn’t do anything first, or
unique, or even especially well. No first ascents, no escape from certain death,
no pioneering. But the expedition itself is not the point of her narrative. Her
journey is literal and figurative, the route a metaphor. Through the conduit of
the mountain path and solitude, Strayed passes through her own wilderness.
Her detailed descriptions of the exquisite physical suffering of her hike, and
the endurance she somehow mustered, certainly inspired me as I puffed my
bike slowly up Wildcat Hill many a morning. And isn’t that what a good
story does? It doesn’t boast, it boosts. Because we all seek those transformative
moments wrought only from suffering and endurance.
Last fall, The Emerald Mile appeared, and my boyfriend immediately
nabbed it. It made Outside’s list of the best adventure books of 2013, and
National Public Radio featured an interview with the author. Ken Fedarko, a
journalist and raft guide, wrote the story of three guides’ illicit attempt at the
fastest run through the Grand Canyon on the raging waters of the historic
1983 El Niño–swollen Colorado River. It must be an exciting book, certainly,
since I found my boyfriend reading it while standing and drinking coffee at
6 a.m. But the adventure is part of a greater story. Fedarko also dwells on the
unique beauty and history of the Grand Canyon. It was so good, my boyfriend kept on reading right into the acknowledgments.
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My mom loves survival stories—
Into Thin Air (by Jon Krakauer,
Villard, 1997) has made a permanent
home on her bookshelf next to the
classics. So I wasn’t surprised when
she shipped me Steve Callahan’s
somewhat grisly memoir Adrift.
The book chronicles Callahan’s
extraordinary 76-day solo survival
adrift in the Atlantic, and it’s as
suspenseful and tense as anyone
could want. When Callahan’s yacht
sinks off the Canary Islands, he’s
lucky to deploy his life raft and
gather some limited supplies—
just enough to make it possible to
eke out survival. He meets every
life-or-death challenge head-on, like
the breakdown of his solar stills or
the rending of his raft by a thrashing
fish. It’s the kind of book that makes
you content to live your average
life, wherein you have access to . . .
oh . . . drinking water. Whenever
you want.
	Other notable adventure books
folks are talking about: Gone Feral
by Novella Carpenter and In the
Kingdom of Ice by Hampton Sides.
Gone Feral takes on the challenging
theme of a daughter confronting
the life and legacy of her father.
Carpenter’s father, a survivalist living
in the wilderness of Idaho, goes
missing. She sets out to find him, in
every sense. Sides’s In the Kingdom
of Ice tells the story of the USS
Jeannette’s 1879 polar expedition

Wild: From Lost to Found
on the Pacific Crest Trail
By Cheryl Strayed
New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2012
315 pages. ISBN 978-0-307-59273-6.
Price: $15.95 (hardcover)
The Emerald Mile:
The Epic Story of the Fastest
Ride in History Through
the Heart of the Grand Canyon
By Ken Fedarko
New York: Scribner, 2014
448 pages. ISBN 978-1-4391-5986-6.
Price: $17.00 (paperback)
Adrift: Seventy-Six Days
Lost at Sea
By Steve Callahan
Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 2002
237 pages. ISBN 0-618-25732-2.
Price: $14.95 (paperback)
Gone Feral: Tracking My Dad
Through the Wild
By Novella Carpenter
New York: Penguin Press, 2014
212 pages. ISBN 978-1-59420-443-2.
Price: $26.95 (hardcover)
In the Kingdom of Ice: The Grand
and Terrible Polar Voyage
of the USS Jeannette
By Hampton Sides
New York: Doubleday, 2014
480 pages. ISBN 978-0-385-53537-3.
Price: $28.95 (hardcover)
Semi-Rad, semi-rad.com/
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seeking a passage through the Bering Strait to the North Pole. The wooden
three-masted ship spends 21 months caught in ice pack, the crew surviving on
polar bears and seals, until the ship is crushed by the floe. The expeditioneers
are forced to begin a 1,000-mile trek over melting sea ice to Siberia.
And consider checking out Brendan Leonard’s blog, “Semi-Rad,” which
is dedicated to “adventures for the everyman and woman”—because not all
of us have the inborn aptitude, time, funding, or desire to be death-defying
mountaineers advancing on unclimbed precipices. Leonard’s blog honors the
way life really is by exploring the fun and the love of every expedition, no
matter that his readers hike on the weekends.
	I’ll be waiting on Mom’s next box and next adventure—whether it contains
oceans or mountains, deserts or wild beasts (and hopefully some goodies from
Ikedas Market too). The trial, the trail, the glory, or the disaster—the often
indistinguishable in-between at the heart of adventure.
—Maia Rauschenberg

The Geology of New
Hampshire’s White Mountains
By J. Dykstra Eusden, Woodrow B.
Thompson, Brian K. Fowler, P. Thom
Davis, Wallace A. Bothner, Richard
A. Boisvert, and John W. Creasy
Lyme, New Hampshire:
Durand Press, 2013
175 pages. ISBN 0-9708324-8-1.
Price: $35.00 (paperback)
No matter what level geophile you may be, if you love the
stunning, massive, physical White Mountains, you’ll like this book about
their origins. Hiker or sedentary observer, artist or engineer, amateur
geologist or pro, The Geology of New Hampshire’s White Mountains was written
for you.
Distinguished geologists all, the authors bring forth the great range in
all its uplifts, dips and strikes, foldings, glaciations, deglaciations, and other
ancient glories, whether igneous, sedimentary, metamorphic, plutonic, or
tectonic. To help us grasp otherwise unimaginable deep time—the planet’s
4.6 billion-year span of eons, epochs, and eras—the writers have us visualize a
140 Appalachia
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common yardstick. Each inch equals 128 million years. Earth begins forming
at inch zero. The White Mountains start at 32 inches, a half-billion years
ago. At inch 35.8, the Ice Age hits. The first pioneers, caribou-hunting PaleoIndians, enter the mountains at 35.999 inches, 12,500 years before the present.
	Inch 36 represents today. How humbling.
Along the yardstick, we witness plate convergences, volcanoes, riftspawned oceans, intrusive and extrusive magmas cooling to hard rock, milethick ice sheets of continent size overriding Mount Washington, and local
glaciers plucking out cirques such as Tuckerman and Huntington ravines.
Raymond Cataract, located between the two bowls, is not transformed into
a cirque. The authors explain why. They also resolve a stratigraphic paradox:
why Washington summit rocks are older than Pinkham Notch rocks reposing
4,000 feet below.
And we learn that the current mountain surface lay miles beneath the
ancient one. The missing six to nine miles of rock have “long since eroded
away . . . one sand grain at a time . . . to the continental shelf.” Yet the peaks
were never six to nine miles taller. They topped at 15,000 feet. Our geologists
explicate lucidly, analogizing mountain building and icebergs.
More:
	Some granites decompose a quarter-inch each year. The Appalachians
once rested at the Equator. “The intense [plate] collision that deformed
and metamorphosed” the Whites occurred at inch 32.67 on the deep-time
yardstick. The Atlantic Ocean annually widens at “about the same rate as
your fingernails grow.” A 6-foot-tall granitic cavity in the Moat Range is
“lined with crystals.” Subglacial streams can run uphill. And, “from a geologic
perspective, it is . . . remarkable that [the Old Man of the Mountain] lasted
as long as it did.”
Two former Appalachian Mountain Club hutmen—Brian Fowler and
Thom Davis—are among the seven writers. All generously acknowledge
their contemporary researchers and forbears. The latter include Dartmouth
College’s Charles Hitchcock, an AMC charter member whose 1878 report
on glacial markings “was one of the earliest scientific studies” published in
Appalachia. Special homage is paid to Harvard University’s Marland Billings
and his wife, Kay, for their twentieth-century work in stratigraphy.
Field geology can be complex, and written geology inscrutable, but the
authors simplify the science without being simplistic. The prose is consistent
and clean, as if produced by a single hand. Yes, a lay reader must stretch to
understand some concepts, but most are laid out plainly. The maps, photos,
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and diagrams are excellent, many worth lingering over. A good glossary and
substantial bibliography are appended.
Three pebble-sized quibbles: (1) An index would greatly help. (2) At 8.5 by
11 inches, the book is sized well, but is bound on the short axis, probably to
allow for the vivid, necessarily horizontal exhibits. This makes for a physically
inconvenient read and awkward notating, and the volume won’t happily
occupy a shelf. (For a more functional 8.5-by-11 format, see The Geologic Story
of Yosemite National Park by N. King Huber [U.S. Geological Survey, 1987].)
And (3), in expository writing, even a few exclamation points are too many,
especially when statements of extraordinary geological fact exclaim themselves
naturally. (Which they do!)
But please do not dwell on these granular matters. They are pulverized
to insignificance, disgorged in the glacial outwash, and shuffled seaward,
invisible on the yardstick.
	One who dips and strikes into The Geology of New Hampshire’s White
Mountains will see a grand range afresh and will experience, via expert guides,
a heightened understanding of beautiful landforms, which means a deepened
appreciation of profound time.
P.S. On your tour, picnic at inch 35.5 to watch the Presidentials shed a
kilometer of rock in an eye-blink of 50 million years.
—W. Kent Olson

Along the Appalachian Trail: New Jersey,
New York, and Connecticut
By Leonard M. Adkins and the
Appalachian Trail Conservancy
Charleston, South Carolina:
Arcadia Publishing, 2014
128 pages. ISBN: 978-1-4671-2151-4.
Price: $21.99 (paperback)
The photo album. We all have one . . .
somewhere. The bound pages are collections
of snapshots sleeved or glued onto pages. The
photos are chronologically ordered or haphazardly collected, in focus or fuzzy.
Group shots of known and forgotten family members and friends dominate.
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Mixed in are backlit mountain or ocean sunset scenes, and still-life images
of flowers, leaves, or the backyard tomato harvest. We love these albums. We
save them. We share them. They tell our story.
This book collects 222 photographs documenting “the establishment,
construction, maintenance, and protection” of the Appalachian Trail in New
Jersey, New York, and Connecticut. Unlike most family album-keepers,
Leonard Adkins knows each photograph’s who, what, where, and why.
The oldest image is an 1890 one-room schoolhouse in Browntown, New
Jersey. The most recent is smoke rising from the September 11, 2001, World
Trade Center as seen from Prospect Rock, New York, about 60 miles from
Lower Manhattan. Included in the book are seventeen hiking photographs,
three trail bridge photos, fourteen trail shelter images, seventeen shots of trail
maintenance and construction, six waterfall and stream photographs, five
camping shots, and much more. But more than 20 percent of the photos
in this book are individuals or groups of folks standing still looking into a
camera lens. Maybe you can you hear someone cooing, “Say cheese,” and
then a shutter clicking. These static and posed pictures aren’t breathtaking for
sure, but they are a tender way to look backward.
We see Emma “Grandma” Gatewood, who, at age 67, was the first woman
Appalachian Trail solo thru-hiker; a young Benton MacKaye, the “father”
of the AT; first thru-hiker Earl Shaffer; and Warren Doyle, one of the AT’s
first speed hikers (his 1973 66-day, 8-hour record has since been broken).
We notice hikers in hobnail boots and jodhpur pants and the evolution of
backpacks from rucksacks to external frame packs. We see the members of
the New York chapter of the Green Mountain Club wearing neckties atop
1,803-foot-high High Point, New Jersey. We see trail volunteers coaxing boulders into place as they wear catcher’s shin guards. We glance at a “chum” privy
(an outhouse without a cover) in Connecticut.
The book is a friendly page-turner and quick read. Most of these pictures
aren’t suitable for framing. But together they tell a passionate story. The people
pictured in this book may not rival the Corps of Discovery’s “undaunted
courage,” but their trailblazing foresight is notable, their perseverance
is enviable. Sadly, I saw no photographs of people of color in this album.
Nevertheless, in Adkins’s book, we see the faces of the people who conceived,
built, and nurtured more than 210 miles of the AT’s 2,181-mile footpath. We
surely owe them a heartfelt thanks. If the cliché that a single photograph is
worth a thousand words is true, then this small book speaks many thousands.
—Skip Weisenburger
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Denali’s Howl: The Deadliest Climbing
Disaster on America’s Wildest Peak
By Andy Hall (George Andrew Hall, Jr.)
New York: Dutton, June 2014
252 pages. ISBN 978-0-525-95406-4.
Price $27.95 (hardcover)
Author Andy Hall lived in Denali
National Park during the summer of 1967,
but he was only 5 years old and does not
remember much about the tragic deaths of
seven members of the Wilcox expedition
on Mount McKinley. But he has long felt
the push to study what happened, no
doubt intending to defend his father, George Andrew Hall, Sr., who was the
National Park Service administrator that year. The younger Hall has written a
detailed and apparently objective account of the twelve-member expedition,
assembling information not easily available elsewhere.
A long list of books and articles have examined the events and drawn
various conclusions about fault for the tragedy—some indicting the NPS for
failure to mount and effect a rescue.
The NPS and others probably had underestimated the dangers of
McKinley (Denali) because, although climbers first explored McKinley in
the early years of the twentieth century and climbed it by the Muldrow
Glacier route in 1913, only four mountaineering deaths had been recorded
by summer 1967. The limited number of deaths was partly the result of the
skill and hardihood of previous ascenders, but also reflected the relatively
rare trips to the remote mountain in the early years. By 1967, this was
changing rapidly—many more expeditions were attempting the mountain,
and the expedition members’ strengths were typically not up to those who’d
preceded them. George Hall, a professional park service administrator with
no mountaineering experience, had recently taken charge of the park. Some
of the park rangers were experienced mountaineers and could act for Hall
in mountaineering decisions, but apparently none of the 1967 rangers had
climbed extensively on McKinley—a situation very different from the present
Denali, where rangers and volunteers staff high camps and routinely carry
out rescues with the help of an on-call helicopter. In 1967, George Hall or his
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designee could request (usually through a third party) rescues or flyovers, but
NPS had neither qualified rescue staff nor direct control of aircraft.
Joe Wilcox started planning a climb by the Muldrow route in 1966.
(The Muldrow route was longer than the already popular West Buttress but
was cheaper, because it did not require the rental of small planes to fly in
expedition members and supplies.) Wilcox, who described himself as “not
gregarious,” had difficulty assembling a team. The older, more experienced
Jerry Clark became deputy leader and recruited a number of his friends.
Wilcox had written an ill-conceived letter to Bradford Washburn—who was
so experienced on the mountain that he was a sort of Mr. Mount McKinley—
causing Washburn to interpret the Wilcox expedition as primarily publicity
seeking. Washburn reacted angrily with a vitriolic letter that he copied to
George Hall, saying, “I am amazed that the National Park Service would
grant a permit of such a weird undertaking.” This letter made the park rangers
look critically at the relatively weak Wilcox group.
Howard Snyder of Colorado also started work on a Muldrow-route
climb in 1966, assembled a team of four (the minimum allowed by park
regulations), and made careful preparations, including climbs of high-altitude
peaks in Mexico. He later wrote one of the better accounts of the disaster:
The Hall of the Mountain King (Scribner, 1973). NPS rangers suggested that
the Snyder and Wilcox groups combine. Neither party felt much enthusiasm
for a linkup, until a member of Snyder’s expedition had an auto accident,
dropping the group size below the required four. So the groups joined, but
the three “Coloradans”— Snyder, Paul Schlichter, and Jerry Lewis—remained
a separate group within the larger one. The rest of the group, assembled in
“mail-order” fashion, was less integrated than the Coloradans. Decisions were
complex and slow.
The NPS rangers required the less experienced Wilcox members to train
in snow and ice mountaineering techniques at Mount Rainier. The rangers
also dictated equipment requirements intended to improve the expedition’s
chances of a safe climb. The rangers were happy to learn that an experienced
and well-equipped group from the Mountaineering Club of Alaska planned
to attempt the mountain by the Muldrow route. That group included several
climbers with extensive rescue experience, including the leader, Bill Babcock.
They agreed to act as “onsite backup” for the Wilcox expedition.
	NPS may also have taken comfort in the idea that for the first time its
rangers would have direct radio communication with an expedition while
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it was on the mountain. There was no parkwide landline telephone net,
and most “rapid” communication was by a voice radio system centered
at Eielson Visitor Center north of McKinley. The radio system worked
slowly and uncertainly, both within the park and for communication with
NPS authorities and others outside the park. Clark, an electrical engineer,
suggested using then-new citizens band (CB) radios, which were light, had
better battery life, and were relatively cheap.
The CB radios worked well, and the Eielson operators taped many
conversations, which Andy Hall listened to and transcribed in the book. The
value of these transmissions at important points was vitiated by shockingly
poor voice-radio procedure and discipline. (Full disclosure: I was a signal
corps officer for a couple of years and have strict views on the importance of
proper voice procedure when it is critical that messages be transmitted and
understood even in poor reception conditions.)
Hall also noted a serious miscommunication between Wilcox and
NPS staff. This was probably caused partly by poor voice radio protocol,
particularly Wilcox’s persistent use of the obsolete “roger” (left over from the
pre-1957 military voice alphabet where it meant only “message received”) for
all degrees of affirmation. The criticized communication was with Eielson
operators at 4:45 p.m. July 23, which, as shown later, was far too late to affect
the fate of those on the upper mountain, almost surely already dead or dying.
Andy Hall’s conclusion is tentative, and he does not express it clearly. It
might be paraphrased thus: A number of serious errors and oversights indeed
occurred, but a storm of unprecedented magnitude and high-altitude winds
of 100 mph or more lasting for a week prevented the survival of those who
died, despite human actions taken or not taken.
Among the serious errors identified: The Wilcox expedition did not
carry complete shovels and snow saws with them to high altitude, which
could have given them a chance to construct snow shelters when the storm
struck, “a staggering mistake” made to reduce the weight carried. None of the
members—including the better-prepared Coloradans—had ever practiced
building snow caves and igloos or embanking tents for protection against
storms. Babcock said, “You have to practice and practice to get good at
digging caves and building walls and igloos. You have to [practice] a lot . . .
[to] actually whip one out in an hour or so.” It is unlikely that the debilitated
second summit team could have made and maintained an adequate snow
shelter in the teeth of a growing storm even with better tools than ice axes and
mittened hands.
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And so now, with information from Hall’s and Snyder’s books, we can
construct the following narrative:
July 15: The first summit team, Wilcox and the three Coloradans,
climbed from the highest camp VII (17,900 feet) to the summit (20,320
feet) and returned. All twelve expedition members were in Camp VII
that evening.
July 16: The team remained in Camp VII.
July 17: The Coloradans, Wilcox, and Anshel Schiff left at noon,
descending to Camp VI. Six others—Jerry Clark, Walt Taylor, Dennis Luchterhand, Mark McLaughlin, Hank Janes, and (probably) John
Russell—left for the summit at 3 p.m. or later. (Steve Taylor was ill and
stayed at Camp VII.)
July 17–18: Late that night everyone on that second summit team,
except Russell who may have turned back, lost the track and had to
bivouac in the open with only sleeping bags as shelter.
July 18: Clark, Walt Taylor, Luchterhand, Janes, and McLaughlin
radioed from the summit at 11:30 a.m. They did not mention Russell.
Radio contact was lost after this. Three bodies were eventually found.
Steve Taylor’s body was found in the destroyed remnants of his tent
at Camp VII. Those of (probably) Luchterhand and Walt Taylor lay
frozen near Archdeacon’s Tower, well off the normal route of descent.
Those two apparently perished trying a shortcut to Camp VII. The five
who reached the summit, tired and slow from their cold bivouac, probably got caught in the storm that afternoon and died that night.
July 19: Steve Taylor, who besides not feeling well was a weaker
climber, may have tried to descend in a brief clearing. But he must have
returned to his tent and died when high winds destroyed it.
July 20: Wilcox, Snyder, and Schlichter made a short unsuccessful
try upward.
July 23: The Coloradans, Wilcox, and Schiff descended with
difficulty from Camp VI to Camp V at 12,100 feet.
	In assessing the inevitability of the seven deaths, one must review the
actions of the Wilcox group’s deputy leader, Jerry Clark, who led the second
summit team. He was 31 years old and the most experienced. He thought
his judgment and skills superior to those of the younger Wilcox and Snyder.
Actually, Clark was out of condition, a slow climber, and dilatory in decision
making and implementing his choices. Clark proved to be fatally inflexible.
For example, on the morning of July 15, Clark did not prepare to climb
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with the first ascent group although a joint rope of eight had been planned.
Several of the members were not yet at Camp VII and Luchterhand was ill; so
only Clark, Janes, McLaughlin, and Perry could have climbed with the first
summit group. Had Clark not delayed, the combined group would have been
slower, returned later on July 15, ahead of the bad weather on the 16th.
And when Clark delayed again on the morning of July 17—calling Eielson
twice in a fruitless attempt to get a weather forecast (thus further depleting
his battery pack)—the second summit team set out too late, at 3 p.m. (Snyder
points out in his 1973 book that had that second group left at noon, they
might have gotten back that night. Although they would have been exhausted
and forced to stay in camp on July 18, they could have helped to preserve the
tents in Camp VII against the storm.)
There’s more that a short review cannot detail. Andy Hall’s book adds
much to what we already knew about the 1967 disaster. It’s clear now that
Clark’s judgment and decisions were indeed disastrously poor, but the structure of the Wilcox expedition leadership was such that no one—not Wilcox,
not Snyder, nor any of Clark’s friends and companions—could gainsay his
bad decisions.
—Jeffery Parrette

Walden Warming: Climate Change
Comes to Thoreau’s Woods
By Richard B. Primack
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2014
253 pages. ISBN: 978-0-226-68268-6.
Price: $26.00 (hardcover)
One of the remarkable things about
Henry David Thoreau, so often mistaken for
a misanthrope and a hermit, is his ability to
connect us—his fellow human creatures—with
the wonders and vicissitudes of nature. “A lake is
the landscape’s most beautiful and expressive feature,” he wrote in his 1854 book, Walden. “It is earth’s eye, looking into which
the beholder measures the depth of his own nature.” Thoreau continues to be
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one of our strongest links to the life teeming around us and to amaze us with
his relevancy, 160 years after the publication of his most widely known work.
Author Richard B. Primack, a professor of biology at Boston University
and an accomplished naturalist, reads Thoreau well when he says that Walden
is “in the end . . . about exploring the human spirit and its place within the
natural world and human society.” Primack appeals to that human spirit in
this presentation of his research into climate change. Essentially, he is trying
to compel us to change by offering us an argument we can’t refuse, using data
collected from Thoreau’s time to the present.
When Primack began his field research in 2002, hoping to find early
evidence of seasonal phenomena that he and his graduate students could
compare with their own observations, he was unaware of Thoreau’s meticulous
charts documenting, among other observations, the annual flowering dates of
spring plants and the annual ice-out of Walden Pond, the day each year when
the pond broke free of winter’s grip. A colleague eventually led Primack to
Thoreau’s journals and charts, and that discovery shaped the work that became
this book. Using Concord (Massachusetts)’s native son as a key primary
resource, Primack decided to make Thoreau country his base of operations,
largely because it is a landscape protected by aggressive conservation measures
that have kept Concord rich with flora and fauna of the kind he wished to
study. Primack also used Thoreau’s words as inspirational backdrop to his
work, citing them at the start of each of the book’s fourteen chapters and as
insightful commentary throughout.
With the help of students, colleagues, and current Concordians over a
dozen years, Primack charted a variety of local indicators, including flowering
times, ice-outs, first spring bird sightings, bee activity, insect hatching, fish life
cycles, and leaf senescence, and measured them against earlier observations
collected by Thoreau as well as by several other citizen naturalists past and
present. Over time, Primack noted that several traditional harbingers of
spring were arriving in Concord earlier than they had in Thoreau’s time, three
to six weeks earlier in many cases, and Primack became ever more convinced
that our planet’s climate is shifting dramatically toward warmer temperatures.
Environmental science journalist Jennifer Weeks offers a comprehensive
summary of Primack’s findings in the Winter/Spring 2015 issue of Appalachia
(Research, "Thoreau Would Not Know Walden's Seasons Today, Scientist
Finds," pages 140-143). For an excellent overview of the details of the research,
I highly recommend reading her article.
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Many of Primack’s findings have been published in scientific journals,
which leads to some unnecessary redundancy from chapter to chapter. This
expanded treatment of his work in book form is geared toward the general
reader and ends up elucidating his process as much if not more than his
conclusions. At times, the book reads like a memoir or journal, complete with
personal anecdotes and tales of the lows as well as the highs of the research
experience. Primack tells us what went wrong as well as what went right,
and he is willing to include opinions from skeptics as he seeks to prove that
the differences in the natural behavior he is noting are actually caused by
climate change. For readers interested in understanding how much patience,
perseverance, resilience, and sense of purpose are needed to conduct reliable
scientific studies, this book can serve as a useful primer.
At times, the extensive personal anecdotes detract from the compelling
nature of the results he is putting forward, clouding their impact on the reader.
For example, it is difficult to equate the effects of climate change on Boston
Marathon runners with the dire health dangers associated with a rise in the
mosquito population. But one has the sense that Primack uses wide-ranging
examples of this sort to reach his readers where they are before leading them
to where he’d like them to be.
Despite his assertion that “the world is changing for the worse,” Primack
avoids apocalyptic language here, preferring to urge us, as Thoreau did in
Walden, to “live simply and wisely.” He ends the book with an afterword that
outlines practical ways we can chart climate change ourselves by becoming
“citizen scientists” like Thoreau and like-minded Concord residents through
the decades. This urge to action frames Primack’s work in hope rather than
despair. “Things do not change; we change,” wrote Thoreau in the conclusion
to Walden. Primack is asking us to accept that responsibility and to act on it.
—Lucille Stott
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The Land Breakers
By John Ehle; introduction by Linda Spalding
New York: New York Review Books, 2014
368 pages. ISBN: 978-1-59017-763-1.
Price: $17.95 (paperback)
It’s easy for those who love mountains
to feel a kinship with pioneers. But we are no
kin, really, unless we have planted corn through
high fields of bull nettle, made lye from log ash,
hammered groundhog leather into shoes, and
raised stock we drive back to the lowlands in the
brief window before raging winter. Without having done all this, we are not
kin at all.
We may approach as outliers, though, if we read The Land Breakers,
John Ehle’s magnificent 1964 novel, now republished. It’s the first in his cycle
of seven mountain novels, covering five years between 1779 and 1784, in one
of the original Appalachian wilderness settlements.
The taciturn hero appears in the first paragraph: a young man who seems
to be “eight feet tall when he’s leaning over.” He and his wife are reckoning
with their impulsive purchase of 640 acres of bottomland. They never meant
to do it, but now they’re climbing up and down and up again, six days from
the nearest North Carolina town, to a “world of mountain secrets, lost ways
and weasels,” with “not a clearing, not a house, not a shed.”
	In this unshorn place, “a man was no bigger than a gnat on the belly of a
horse.” But they dig in, laboriously and expectantly, day by day, and over the
next few years, other strangers arrive who fight and forgive because they must
coexist to survive. Slowly, wilderness is wrestled into settlement.
They had no time, not a minute, for frivolous satisfactions. Yet, in Ehle’s
almost Biblical plotting, they had time for ardor, deception, and violence. A
man courted a woman by leaving the hindquarters of a deer on her stoop. A
patriarch married his niece for convenience and ruled her with “a swayless
will.” This book includes births, too many deaths, and what could be the
most horrific reptilian scene in all of serious literature. Readers will bushwhack among these mountains with fearsome awe and love its settlers, even
though we can never be their true kin.
—Elissa Ely
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Hanging On: A Life Inside British
Climbing’s Golden Age
By Martin Boysen
Sheffield, United Kingdom:
Vertebrate Publishing, 2014
265 pages. ISBN 978-1-910240-00-7.
Price: £20 (hardcover)
British climbing has had several golden
ages, such as the 1860s in the Alps and the
Everest years of the past century. Martin Boysen
is nevertheless justified in his subtitle. The time
of his greatest activity, 1960 to 1976, saw many
triumphs as well as the inevitable fatalities.
Born in 1940, Boysen was a precocious rock climber and soon became
one of the “hard men” of the time. In a relatively brief expedition career, he
ventured to Cerro Torre, Latok, Ama Dablam, Changabang, and of course,
Mount Everest. He was a key member of Chris Bonington’s 1970 team on
the South Face of Annapurna; their climb changed everything in Himalayan climbing. It was the first time such a long technical route had been
attempted—and achieved—at altitude.
Perhaps the effort that Boysen most sharply remembered is his struggle for
the first ascent of Trango Tower, a daunting hunk of high-altitude granite in
the Karakoram. Boysen was leading what should have been one of the final
pitches when his knee became stuck in a crack—permanently, it appeared.
Several hours of panicky effort, including sharpening a piton into a knifeedge, set him free. The climb was over, but the story was not: Boysen returned
the next year and led the crack climbing, watching his knees carefully. This
was a triumph, but one of Boysen’s last in the big peaks. In the late 1970s, he
left the expedition world. The book is nearly over at this point.
Why did he stop? One reason was to spare his family the hazardous trips
and long absences. Note: Boysen devotes more time to his wife than do most
of his notoriously oblivious peers. Maggie appears in six photographs. Then
there are the casualties—a long list of prominent climbers, some of them close
friends. No amount of skill or caution can provide sure safety in mountains
where the temperature drops and the wind rises with altitude and avalanches
are an abiding, unpredictable threat.
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And then Boysen experienced a major rejection. Bonington told him,
“Martin, I’m afraid I haven’t picked you for K2.” K2, the second-highest
mountain in the world and one of the hardest, had seen few ascents, none
by a Briton. Boysen had every expectation of inclusion: he had performed
well with Bonington on Annapurna and Everest. He might have had a
foretaste of disappointment when he was effectively denied a summit attempt
on Annapurna: “I felt angry and abandoned.” But missing out on K2 felt
altogether worse. Boysen comments with uncharacteristic bitterness, “I was
no longer a member of Team Bonington. . . . I felt a deep disappointment and
the pain of a long friendship betrayed”.
Although he soon left the universe of expeditions, he did not stop climbing.
One of the happiest photos in the book shows him, in his 70s, on British
rock with his partner and contemporary, Rab Carrington. Many prominent
British mountaineers of the past century have produced memoirs. Boysen’s
is one of the best. It is written with humility and humor. The photographs,
color and otherwise, are excellent. There is no better place to gain a sense of
British climbing of the period.
—Steven Jervis

Outdoors with Kids: Maine,
New Hampshire, and Vermont
By Ethan Hipple and Yemaya St.Clair
Boston: Appalachian Mountain Club, 2014
244 pages. ISBN 978-1-62842-003-6.
Price: $18.95 (paperback)
Among all my hikes and paddles over the
decades, the best were with our son, Tom. They
included all 67 of the New England 4,000-footers, the Long Trail, Lake Champlain, the Erie
Canal, and countless outings closer to home starting when he was a toddler. I’m thrilled that Tom,
who now lives a couple thousand miles away, remains passionate about outdoor
adventure and that whenever we get together, a climb or kayak voyage is part of
the itinerary.
Ethan Hipple and Yemaya St.Clair admirably extol the benefits of
such parent-child bonding in their detailed, extensively researched and
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well-organized volume, part of the Appalachian Mountain Club’s series of
family-oriented guides.
Descriptions of the 75 trips include not just distances, degrees of difficulty,
dog-friendliness, and directions, but also special features such as picking
blueberries on the open summit of Foss Mountain in Eaton, New Hampshire;
wandering among giant glacial boulders among The Bubbles near Bar Harbor,
Maine; and enjoying spectacular waterfalls and swimming holes near Silver
Lake in Brandon, Vermont.
Like all AMC guidebooks, Outdoors With Kids: Maine, New Hampshire,
and Vermont contains helpful charts, detailed maps, and appealing
photographs.
Reading the various trips brought back many warm memories and a
few wistful reflections—“Gee, I wish Tom and I had gone there when he
was a tyke.” Of course, there’s nothing to stop me now from going on my
own, which raises the point that kid-friendly outings, with their gentle
grades and modest distances, also may be appropriate for active older hikers
and paddlers.
All books promising “the best” trips inspire debate. I would like to have
seen a few from our favorite stomping grounds in Western Maine, as well as
along other trails and rivers in southern Vermont and New Hampshire, but
I can’t fault the authors for any of their selections. With growing numbers
of young families enjoying outdoor activities, I’m sure there will be future
editions with additional recommendations.
—Steve Fagin
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No Limits But the Sky:
The Best Mountaineering Stories
from Appalachia Journal
Edited by Christine Woodside
Boston: Appalachian Mountain Club, 2014
288 pages. ISBN 978-1-62842-021-0.
Price: $18.95 (paperback)
Well-worn mountain trails remind hikers
that they are part of a centuries-old continuum,
literally following in the footsteps of countless
trekkers who embrace challenging adventure,
idyllic solitude, healthy exercise, or simply a
reverence for natural splendor.
We are fortunate that their vestiges have been left not just on footpaths but
also on paper and that institutions such as Appalachia (published since 1876)
have published and preserved them.
Editor Christine Woodside (working with former Appalachian Mountain
Club Publisher Peter Tyson and AMC archivist Becky Fullerton) mined
archives dating back to the nineteenth century for this anthology. The volume,
organized chronologically, covers a lot of ground, from the Appalachians
to the Rockies to the Alps to the Alaska Range to the Himalaya, and
ranges from white-knuckle narratives to tender reflections. It is a cairn
among mountaineering collections, guiding us through familiar and
unfamiliar territory.
Full disclosure: Woodside and I have long been friends and colleagues.
We worked for years in the same newspaper office and have hiked extensively
with our families and fellow adventurers, including one memorable, madcap
expedition I once organized called Summit New England, in which nine
of us scrambled to the high points of all six New England states (bouncing
along via motor home between trailheads) in a nonstop, 41-hour marathon.
Woodside also completed an Appalachian Trail thru-hike with her husband,
Nat Eddy, and another couple, so this experience shows in the selections
paying tribute to strong women.
	I especially enjoyed Jan Conn’s 1952 account, “Manless Ascent of Devils
Tower,” in which she and another female climber scaled the celebrated,
near-sheer monument after first accomplishing the daunting feat with her
husband, Herb:
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Curious tourists had gathered around us asking questions and staring at
our ropes and hardware. After looking at me with what I assumed were
awe and respect, a brawny Minnesotan turned to Herb and asked, ‘How
does it work. Do you climb up to a ledge somewhere and then haul
her up?’ Herb’s careful explanation was lost to me as I fumed inwardly
at the stupidity of the human race and the quirk of fate which made
me look like a pudgy schoolgirl instead of a tall, strapping Amazon.
At that moment I took a solemn vow that someday I would climb
Devils Tower with someone who couldn’t possibly ‘haul me up,’ someone who couldn’t get all the credit for my straining muscles. If I could
find another girl . . .
Likewise, Miriam Underhill’s 1967 story, “Climbing the Four Thousand Footers in Winter”; Ruth Dadourian’s 1976 account, “Lost on Mount Crescent”;
and Elizabeth McGowan’s 1993 chronicle, “Trailing Dreams: Magic Along
the Appalachian Trail” reinforce the role women have had in advancing the
adventure narrative.
	It may be tempting to speculate that this progression seems to have
followed women’s slow march toward modern-day independence, but
that approach overlooks the very first story in No Limits But the Sky, by a
writer identified only as M. F. Whitten and published in the third issue of
Appalachia in 1877.
Whitten’s account, “A Climb Through Tuckerman Ravine,” describes a
near-disastrous outing when two hikers got caught in a late-day storm and
decided to press on to Mount Washington’s summit and the Tip-Top Hotel
rather than retrace their steps.
Whitten, it turns out, was somewhat hampered by her rain-soaked skirt.
	I found it particularly entertaining to read accounts of nineteenthcentury mountaineering, when even such relatively modest tales as Samuel
H. Scudder’s 1884 “A Climb on Mount Adams in Winter” must have been
regarded with the same breathtaking awe as Jon Krakauer’s 1997 Everest epic,
Into Thin Air (Villard, 1997).
	Some of the syntax in these early essays seems stilted, and Woodside has
done an admirable job editing them for clarity and adding helpful footnotes.
Readers who read No Limits But the Sky from front to back (unlike
me, who tends to skip around) will quickly notice that the progression of
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increased sophistication of writing styles seems to parallel increased challenges in mountaineering itineraries. Not only are we better hikers today,
with better clothing, equipment and technology, we’re better writers.
With regard to mountaineering adventure and its attendant literature, the
sky truly is the limit.
—Steve Fagin

The Northern Forest Canoe Trail
Through-Paddler’s Companion
By Katina Daanen
Published by the author, 2014
260 pages. ISBN: 978-0-9960525-1-1.
Price: $23.99 (paperback)
The Northern Forest Canoe Trail is a
740-mile trail first conceived by Mike Krepner,
whose interest in the forgotten wilderness routes
of New England led to the idea of connecting
waterways stretching from the Adirondacks to
the northern tip of Maine. The Appalachian Mountain Club raised the initial
$10,000 grant in 1997. Years of persistent enthusiasm resulted in a nonprofit,
the NFCT, which earlier published a series of excellent maps and a guidebook.
The author of this new book paddled the whole route in 2011. It must be said
that the NFCT is not a wilderness experience. This may be an advantage
to some paddlers because the route passes by many services for all but the
northernmost 160 miles, where paddlers will have more trouble resupplying,
depending on water levels, season, and expectations.
	In many places, roads parallel the canoe trail. They provide an alternative
to carrying boats and gear the 56 total miles of portage necessary to complete
the entire route. Although the NFCT can be traveled in either direction (or
downstream as segments), the book describes landmarks from west to east,
following the flow of the greatest downstream mileage. A little bit of foreign travel is required also, including the 5.7-mile Grand Portage in Quebec.
Bonne chance.
—Malcolm Meldahl
Editor's note: An article about the Northern Forest Canoe Trail will appear in the
July/August issue of AMC Outdoors magazine.
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“I started reading Appalachia for the accident reports, but I kept
reading for the great features.” — Mohamed Ellozy, subscriber
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